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Mo(G) IS NOT A PRIME 7,-IDEAL OF MEASURES

COLIN C. GRAHAM

Abstract. A technique of Hewitt and Zuckerman is used to

show that if G is any locally compact abelian group with dual T,

then there exist nonzero positive regular Borel measures ¡i, v on G,

each one of which is mutually singular with each measure a whose

Fourier-Stieltjes transform vanishes at infinity on r and such that

the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the convolution ¡i * v vanishes at

infinity on T.

0. Introduction. M(G) is the *Banach algebra of regular Borel

measures on a nondiscrete LCA group G, and M0(G) is the ideal of

those measures whose Fourier-Stieltjes transforms vanish at infinity

on the dual Y of G.
An 7,-subspace (band) in M (G) is a closed subspace 7 such that if

pEI and vEM(G) is absolutely continuous with respect to p then

vEI- The set 7J-= {p'.p is singular with each vEl} is called the

complement of 7. We write p. JLv Up and v are mutally singular.

Each Z-subspace gives a direct sum decomposition M(G)=I®I±.

An 7,-ideal 7 in M (G) is an ideal which is an 7,-subspace. An L-

ideal 7 is prime if 7X is a subalgebra. Lemma 0.1 shows M0(G) is an

L-ideal.

We prove the following:

Theorem. Let G be a nondiscrete LCA group. Then M0(G)X con-

tains positive nonzero measures p, v such that p * vEMo(G).

Corollary. M0(G) is not a prime L-ideal.
i

Comments. Prime L-ideals have been constructed by Raïkov

(see [l]), Simon [S], Varopoulos [8], and Sreïder [ó]. Taylor [7]

has characterized prime 7,-ideals in terms of generalized characters.

Hewitt and Zuckeiman [3] have shown that LX(G) is not a prime

7,-ideal.
We use the notation of [4]. v<£p means v is absolutely continuous

with respect to p.

Lemma 0.1. M0(G) is an L-ideal.
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Proof. Since M0(G) is obviously an ideal, we show pEM0(G) and

v<£,p imply vEMo(G).

For each e> 0, there exists an element gEA (G), such that

(i) gECc(Y),
(ii) iidu = gdp, then [|a> —j>||<e.

Let F be the support of g, and let | p(y) | <e/||g|| if 7$E be a com-

pact set.

Then |ó(y)| <2e outside E + F, so |¡>(y)| <3eif y^E+P.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 0.2 [6, p. 372]. 2/ p, vEM(G) are positive measures and

Pi<&p, vi<£v, then pi * vi<£p * v.

1. Proof of Theorem. To prove the Theorem, we use a technique

of Hewitt and Zuckerman:

Definition 1.1. A subset A of a group Y is dissassociate [s] ii for

any N and any choice e3£ { —2, —1, 0, 1, 2} and Ay£A (j=l, • • • ,

N),

N

¿2 «Ai = Or => eiXi =  • ■ • = (¡fXif = 0r.
i-i

Theorem 1.2 (Hewitt and Zuckerman [3, Theorems 3.2 and

4.4]). Let G be either the circle group T or a compact ^-dimensional

metric group. Then there is an infinite dissassociate subset {A/}™ =A

çr such that for any choice ß= [ßj'.j= 1, 2, • • • } of real numbers

\ßj\ 2=1/2 there exists a continuous positive measure pEM(G) with

N N

MÎT) = IT ßi.     if y =12 *inhn, *. -   ± 1.
n-1 n=l

(i) =1 i/y-Or,

= 0 otherwise.

(ii) u^O and [|m||=§1.

Furthermore

(iii) p is singular if 2|ft'|2= °°- Otherwise p. is absolutely con-

tinuous.

Corollary 1.3. Let G be either the group T or a compact abelian

^-dimensional metric group. Then M(G) contains positive nonzero

measures p, v such that

(i) p, vEM0(G)\
(ii) p*vEMü(G).

Proof. Let
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/3     = {ft   :fty   = l/j,fty+i= 1/2},

ß    = {ft  :ßv = 1/2,ßtf+t- í/j\.

If /¿i is the measure constructed by Theorem 1.2 for ß(1) and vx is that

for )3C2), then pi * vx is by (i) the measure from ß{3) = {ß^ßf }. Hence

p * vEMo(G).
Since pi, viEMo(G), there exist positive measures 0^p<Kpi,

Qr¿v<gyi such that p, vEM0(G)±. By Lemma 0.2, p * v<iCpi * v{. Since

MQ(G) is an 7,-ideal, p * vEM0(G).    Q.E.D.

Corollary 1.4. Let G be an compact abelian group. Then M(G)

contains positive nonzero measures p and v such that

(i) p, vEMo(G)\
(ii) p*vEMo(G).

Proof [3]. Either Y contains an element 70 of infinite order, or Y

contains an infinite countable torsion subgroup. In the first case, let

A be the subgroup 70 generates; in the second case let A be the in-

finite torsion subgroup. Let ¿7= {gEG:(h, X) = l, X£A}. Then

Â = G/H and G/77 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.6. Hence

there are positive measures pi, i>iEM0(G/H)-L such that /xi * vi

EMo(G/H).
Let a) be Haar measure on the compact group 77. Then G-^G/H

induces an isomorphism 7r of the subalgebra co * M(G) with M(G/H).

Let p, vEo) * M(G) such that p—>px and v—+i>i. Since ¿0(7) = 1 if

7£Aand ¿0(7) =0 otherwise, we see that p * vEMo(G).

On the other hand if <r<<CjU, a^p, and oEMo(G), then ira E M 0(G/H)

and 7ro«;ui. Hence, 7rcr = 0. Since rr^O, \\<r\\ = 11-ttct11 =0 and <r = 0. Thus

p (and by the same argument v) is an element of M0(G)±. Q.E.D.

We now use the structure theorem for locally compact abelian

groups to extend Corollary 1.4 to the general group:

G may be written G = R"XD [2, p. 389] where D has a compact

open subgroup and w^O.

We first suppose n = 0, and let C be the compact open subgroup of

D = G. Then by 1.4, there are positive measures p, v concentrated on

C which, as elements of C, satisfy p, vEM0(C)x and p * vEM0(G).

We claim p, vEMo(G)± and p * vEM0(G). The first assertion

follows from the fact that M(C) is an 7,-subalgebra of M(G). The

second follows from the fact that (p * v) " is constant on the cosets

of the compact subgroup A of Y :

A = [y E T:(x, y) = 1 for all x E C}.
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We now suppose re>0, and that pi, viEM0(C)x and pi * viEM0(C).

Let pi, v2 be positive measures on the re-torus Tn such trat p2,

v2EM0(T")x and p2 *v2EMo(T"). We will "lift" p2 and v2 to R"

obtaining p¡ and v¡ and show that p3, V3EM0(Rn)±, while p%*Vi

EMo(R"). Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 will then show that p = psXpi and

(,=csXi'iGiio(G)-L, and p *vEM0(G), so the proof of the theorem

will be complete.

Lemma 1.5. Let pEM(G), vEM(H). Then
(i) pEM„(G) and pEM0(H) imply pXvEM0(GXH);
(ii) pEMo(G)± implies pXvEM0(GXH)\

Proof, (i) The dual group of GXH is GXÊ.

Suppose \fi\ <e outside a compact set ECLG and | v\ <e outside a

compact set FÇ.Ê. Then

I A X i>(y, p) | = | p(y)v(p) I < 4\» X "ID

if (y, p)EEXF. Hence pXvEM0(GXH).
(ii) Let uEM0(GXH) where o¡<^pXv, say dw=f(x, y)dp(x)dv(y),

where/ is a Borel function on GXH. Since M0(GXH) is an Z,-ideal,

we may assume/is bounded. Then choose (y, p)EGXH so ó>(y, p);¿0.

û(y, />) =   í   í   (x, y)(y, p)f(x, y)dp(x)dv(y)

= J J  (x> y)(y> ¿>f(x> y)dv(y)dp(x)

(x, y)F(x)dp(x),

where the second line is a consequence of Fubini's Theorem and

F(x)=f(y, p)/(x, y)dv(y). Then the measure da = F(x)dp(x)  is a

nonzero element of M0(G)-L. Hence o(y)-fr0.  Hence &(y, p)-frQ as

(y,p)-*=o.    Q.E.D.

We now lift our measures: If wEM(Tn), define u>*EM(Rn)  by

coi(E) = co(2?n [0, 2tt)")

for each Borel subset EÇZRn.  ([o, 27t)b is identified with  P" by

(xi, • • • , xJ-Ke*'*1, • • • , «**).)
Let P:M(Rn)->M(Tn) he the map induced by Rn-+Rn/Zn=Tn.

Lemma 1.6. If p, vEM(Tn) are positive measures; then

(í)P(m')=m;
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(ii) pEMo(T»)i- implies pfEM0(Ra)±;

(Hi) p * vEMo(Tn) implies p* * vfEM0(Rn).

Proof, (i) is obvious. Let v<<Cp*. Then Pv<&p, so Pv ±.M0(Tn) if

p ±M0(Tn). Hence (Pv)" does not vanish at infinity. Since ((Pv)*)"

= i> takes (on Rn) values which include the values of (Pv)" on Z",

vÉMo(Rn). Hence p* ±M0(Rn). Hence (ii) holds.

To prove (iii) first write each element q=(qi, ■■ -, qn)ER" as

(?i> ••',?«) = (2-wmi + ri, • • • , 2irmn + rn) = 2irm + r

where r=(rit ■ ■ ■ , rn)E [0, 2ir)n and mEZ". Then

(¡xt*v*)"(q) = y.r(m)vr(m),

where dpr(x) = exp(27r¿e ■ r)dp(x) and dvr(x) = exp(27m; ■ r)dv(x).

From the next lemma we see that pf * v*EM0(Rn), so Lemma 1.6

is proved.

Lemma 1.7. Let p, vEM(Tn) be positive measures, and suppose

¡x * vEMo(Tn). Then for each 5>0 there is a compact set EÇLZ" such

that mEE and rE [0, 27r)n imply | (pr * vT)~(m) \ <d.

Proof. Since pT<£p and ivSC?, Lemmas 0.1 and 0.2 imply pT *vr

«/x * v, and pr * vrEM0(Tn). Let FrQZn be such that mEFr implies

| (ttr * vr)"(m) | <S/2. The obvious norm-continuity of r—>pr * vr and

the compactness of [0, 27r]n show that for a union £ of a finite num-

ber TV,, • • • , FTn of the Fr we have

m E E = TW ■ • • \JFrn implies | Qt, * vr) "(m)\ <8

for all rG [0, 2tt]». Q.E.D.
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